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STOP TUBE
JOBS MASSACRE

Management’s effort to deny RMT’s
leak claimed a commitment to stations
being staffed ‘during the day’. But stations
(except 11 former Silverlink stations) are
currently staffed 24/7. So management’s
circular confirms that job cuts are coming.

Ever since PPP came in, LUL has wanted
to scrap Station Supervisor night turns,
with the station keys handed to the infraco
at close of traffic and back just before the
first train. That’s why LUL was so insistent
on traffic-hours-only supervision of the ex-
Silverlink stations, and why the unions
were wrong to back down from their fight
against this. We need to avoid repeating
mistakes like that and ensure an effective
fightback this time round.

RMT’s rank-and-file reps and activists
have already identified the likelihood of job

cuts, and got the Regional Council to adopt
a detailed strategy to fight them. We now
need to step up the action to carry out that
strategy, and to ensure that the union’s head
office is right there with us in this fight.

We need action from the other unions
too. TSSA can not stand by and let its core
grades be slaughtered like this - or can it?
And if ASLEF's leaders trot out the usual
nonsense about how this does not affect
drivers, then the Society’s rank-and-file
members must not swallow it.

We beat the last attempt at mass closures
of ticket offices - if we fight a strong,
united political and industrial campaign,
and if our unions do their jobs properly, we
can beat this one too.
www.workersliberty.org.uk/stop-job-cuts

World leaders converged on
Copenhagen for the UN Climate

Change Conference, the notional aim to put
together a new global treaty on the climate.

Talks focused on targets for reducing
carbon emissions, and other issues such as
deforestation. Unsurprisingly, the
‘solutions’ on the table are all market-
based; carbon trading and offsetting
schemes, whereby governments set
emissions caps and polluting businesses pay
to buy ‘credits’ allowing them to exceed it,
will be a key focus of discussion.

Rivalries between governments are a
significant obstacle to any agreement; many
of the most powerful nations (the US, the
EU countries and Japan) have developed a
limited consensus around the need to reduce
emissions (if not the amount of reduction
needed). But the rising powers of India and
China are reluctant to sign up to emissions-
reductions commitments that could limit
their continuing development – which takes
place on the back of the brutal exploitation
of millions of workers.

Latest indications suggested that a US-
proposed deal may be agreed, although it is
not yet clear what the precise details are, or
even whether it will actually be binding.

The Copenhagen Climate Conference was
a gathering of ruling-class politicians horse-
trading over how to limit damage to the
environment while still maintaining their
commitment to the market. But we cannot
trust capitalist governments to save the
planet. Any agreement will have the
interests of big business and its profit as its
starting point. Our starting point is different;
the needs of the working-class majority of
society and the planet we live on.

We need a different vision for fighting
climate change – starting with workers and
our ability to defend ‘green’ industries such
as public transport, and take control of
environmentally-damaging industries and
convert them towards production that’s
socially useful. Working-class
environmental campaigners and trade
unionists need to work together to build a
movement capable of making that vision a
reality. That’s why Tubeworker supports
Workers’ Climate Action. To get involved,
email transport.wca@gmail.com.

WONDERFUL
COPENHAGEN?

WEAK LEADERSHIP IN PAY FIGHT

RMT’s ballot result will show the extent to which Tube workers are still up for
a fight about pay. Let’s hope it’s a strong showing - because it does not look

like our union leaders are up for the fight. First, TSSA accept the paltry offer,
then ASLEF’s leaders overturn their own reps’ meeting’s decision and
recommend it in a referendum. Then RMT leaders send out lukewarm ‘Vote Yes’
publicity for the ballot.

RMT’s text message began ‘New offer received from company in pay dispute’,
leading many members to think that LUL had put more money on the table when
it had not: the only ‘new’ offer was an extension of the weak medical
redeployment offer. The letter that came with the ballot paper suggested we vote
Yes if we think we deserve better pay. There should be no ifs or buts: we do
deserve better pay. The letter also repeated the untruth that the redeployment
offer guarantees anyone a job: it doesn’t.

Despite this woolliness from up top, many RMT members voted for industrial
action. When trade union leaders are not prepared to lead a fight, then the rank
and file must. This year, when rank-and-file workers have had any control over
the pay and jobs fight, it has gone well and made progress. When head offices
have taken the reins, it has slowed down and lost direction and momentum.

One solution is to elect better leaders. But we also need the rank-and-file to get
organised, assert ourselves, develop our confidence and strategies and make our
leaders do what members want them to. Tubeworker is a forum for doing just this
- get in touch to get involved! www.workersliberty.org.uk/pay

LUL plans to close 144 ticket offices and shed 1,200 jobs. RMT leaking these plans has
given us a headstart in defeating them. Management are on the back foot, claiming

that the jobs massacre plan has not yet been decided. This gives them a way out, so if we
crank up sufficient pressure on them, they could ‘decide’ on something less severe instead.
That would be a first win for us, but we should not be fooled into accepting a ‘lesser’ job-
cutting attack: one job cut is one too many.



DISPLACEMENT THREAT?
LUL is again rattling its sabre about

potentially displacing ‘over-
establishment’ station staff.  The letter is
not notice of displacement, but it has got
people worried - and rightly so.

 Not only is it irrational to displace
anyone while at the same time freezing
vacancies, but the over-establishment
‘problem’ is a problem of LUL
management’s own making. The idea that
any station has too many staff is a sick
joke.

Since management have been
threatening mass displacements for nearly
two years, the unions have done quite well
in stopping them going ahead so far. They
should give no ground to any move from
management to displace anyone.
www.workersliberty.org.uk/staffinglevels

SUPPORT BA CABIN
CREW!
Just like us, British Airways cabin

crew are transport workers facing
attacks on their jobs, pay and
conditions. Just like us, they work for a
company that should be a public service
but has been poisoned by privatisation
and made into a profit-driven, cost-
cutting enterprise. Just like us, their
strike is being hysterically condemned in
the press. Just like us, their bosses
crawled to the courts to use the anti-
union laws against them.

It’s a no-brainer then: support the BA
cabin crew!

VICIOUS CIRCLE

The new Circle line - confusing for
passengers, more work for station

staff, forcing passengers to change at
Edgware Road (up and down stairs, not
easy for people who are mobility impaired,
with pushchairs or luggage). The critical
position of Edgware Road means that
problems there impact heavily on the
whole of the sub-surface lines.

Monday was OK, everything ran
smoothly. Tuesday, a points failure at
Edgware Road saw the District suspended
all day between High Street Kensington
and Edgware Road, with a knock-on
impact on the whole line because the
Wimblewares can’t all reverse at High
Street and keep their booked working.

Is this really a change for the better? It
looks pretty shaky thus far.

www.workersliberty.org.uk/handc

DEAR TUBEWORKER

The Travel Information Department
is going to charge our punters much

more to phone us if they use a mobile,
which most of them do. So TfL will make
lotsa money.

Good, I thought: I shall be able to
afford to buy better prezzies for the
festive season. But it seems all the money
goes to the fat cats. They get newer and
better cars and I get newer and better
abuse. So it’s business as usual.

www.workersliberty.org.uk/TfL

DEFEND FITZ AND JOEL

B akerloo line management have sacked
two drivers. Neither driver got a fair

hearing. The decision to sack Fitzroy
Chambers looks suspiciously like an attack
on the syndicate, and Joel was sacked
despite another driver who made the same
mistake keeping his job!

LUL’s disastrous new ‘2009 Agreement’
has led to the loss of two posts at each of
the line’s depots, and a cut in the pool from
10% to 5%. Two posts to go, two drivers
sacked? A coincidence?! Management’s
project is to get rid of either your job or
you. The cheapest way to cut jobs is to
sack people. Hence, a draconian discipline
crackdown in which Fitz and Joel are just
the most recent victims.

RMT is balloting Bakerloo drivers for
industrial action to demand the
reinstatement of Fitz and Joel. Vote Yes!

www.workersliberty.org.uk/bakerloo

Want to get
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Got a story for Tubeworker?
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from all Tube workers.
Contact Workers’ Liberty,
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subscribe@workersliberty.org
Tubeworker p&p S. Matgamna

ANTI-UNION LAWS
STRIKE AGAIN

I n October, an unelected judge ruled
that RMT’s industrial action ballot

on EDF Powerlink was illegal.
It was something about the precise

grade title of an engineer or a technician
not being ‘engineer’ or ‘technician’. It
was not a genuine reason but an excuse.
The honourable wig-wearer was
appalled that the slaves were getting
restless and knew that his job was to
slap them back into their places.

For the past thirty years, governments
- at the behest of employers - have
armed themselves with anti-union laws.
Unions must give employers shedloads
of information about the members they
are balloting, so the employer can as
effectively as possible organise to break
the strike - first by campaigning for a
No vote, then by organising cover for
strikers.

It’s like having a law that if
Accrington Stanley play Manchester
United, then Accrington have to send
United their full team sheet, tactical
plan and players’ personal details, and
any error can get the match forfeited
and United declared the winners!

RMT reballoted its EDF Powerlink
members, and action starts on 22
December. It also double-checked the
information it was sending to LUL for
our pay ballot. But the double-checking
took six weeks! There was no way that
it needed to take that long, so we
suspect that as well as being a genuine
obstacle to unions organising ballots,
the EDF ruling was also a convenient
pretext for union leaders who wanted to
slow the ballot down because they
would rather it all went away. The
ballot eventually went ahead, but
momentum was undoubtedly lost.

When management see union head
offices dragging their feet like that, they
will not be inclined to offer us very
much. Why should they?
www.workersliberty.org.uk/anti-union-laws

Tubeworker is produced by Tube workers and published by Workers’ Liberty, an
organisation fighting as part of the labour movement for a socialist alternative to

both capitalism and Stalinism, based on common ownership and democracy.
We want one democratic, fighting union for all railworkers. We reject artificial
divisions between workers of different grades. We oppose racism, sexism,

homophobia and all prejudice that divides us. Only our bosses benefit from a
divided workforce.

Tubeworker’s weblog - daily updates
www.workersliberty.org/twblog


